
American Lawyers’ Influence on the Change of In-House Practice 

- Traditionally lawyers in Korea did not opt to go in-house in large numbers until perhaps 

the first graduating class from Korean law schools in 2012.   

- There were some Korean-admitted lawyers who joined chebol companies before mid-2000 

who were mostly former prosecutors or judges who joined as senior executives to assist 

the chebol owners with various issues that came up. 

- IHCF, currently, Korea’s largest inhouse organization in Korea was the first organization 

where inhouse lawyers came together.   

- IHCF started in late 1990s there were a handful of US licensed attorneys in Korea who 

worked as in-house lawyers in the traditional sense at several multinational companies 

(namely, IBM, HP, Citibank) got together every so often to build their network and discuss 

common issues.   

- Then in 1999, these lawyers organized a formal association where IHCF was born.   

- Since 1999, IHCF has grown exponentially with about 1,700 registered members.  I am now 

its 9th Chairman.  We are an all-volunteer organization.   

- Initially, most of our members were US licensed lawyers.  However, now, approximately 40% 

of our members are Korean licensed and this percentage is growing.   

- IHCF’s purpose is to assist our members to grow professionally by:  

 providing seminars organized by many of IHCF’s 9 committees (ranging from 

Healthcare, arbitration, construction, Compliance, etc) 

 organizing “boot camps” for newly admitted lawyers (In-House 101): A 5-week course 

covering various practice areas 

 mentor-mentee sessions 

 network mixers for professional networking 

- In the past, in-house lawyers in Korea dealt with issues after they become problematic.  

However, like in the US, more companies are hiring in-house lawyers and engaging them 

earlier on to mitigate risks.   

- IHCF and its members have contributed to this change.    

- Among members, there have been significant cross learning from one another – 

benchmarking each other for best practices.   



 Several top tier chebol companies have reached out to me and other multinational 

companies to learn how in-house law departments operate.  We have been very 

receptive to these requests and to share.  We have also arranged visits by top in-

house executives at Korean companies to meet senior lawyers at our corporate 

headquarters to share about our organizational structure, operation and others.   

 Now, there are many law departments at Korean chebols that are world-class.  I 

believe that cross pollinations from sharing with other US based inhouse law 

departments have contributed to this change. 

 

How would you describe American lawyers’ key contributions to in-house legal departments 

in Korea (give 1-2 examples)?  And looking forward, how would you like to see American 

lawyers’ impact on Korean law practice and/or the Korean legal market/industry? 

- Openness of legal departments of US companies to share their best practices with their 

counterparts in Korea 

 Early proactive engagement rather than being reactionary to mitigate risks 

 In-house lawyers with business knowledge (all aspect of operation) who could add 

value and not solely legal practitioners.  Get to know the business to provide better 

legal advice to internal clients.    

Forward Looking: How would you like to see American lawyers’ impact on Korean law practice 

and/or the Korean legal market/industry? 

- Continue to be willing to share and learn from one another.   

- Best practices in the field of Compliance is an example where all sides will benefit from 

increased diligence. 


